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Refiner - Cleaning Address Data®

"Poor postal address data is damaging the reputation,
efficiency and profitability of thousands of UK organisations."
David Dorricott, Managing Director of AFD Software.

How does poor address data cause damage?
"Lost post loses customers, duplicates alienate them, and poor spelling
antagonises them. These problems are compounded when historically
separate databases need to be merged or new lists are bought.
Sometimes new computer systems or uses require data to be re-
formatted completely or for extra data to be appended."

"Ordinary organisations are saying ‘Wouldn't it be good if I could just
run the address data through a program that would clean up most of
the errors?’. Well, you can. The software is called AFD Refiner it has
cleaned thousands of databases for hundreds of customers - each with
their own particular set of problems."

From Dirty and Dead to
Clean and Fresh AFD Refiner
cleanses address data - fast!

Continued
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How will my organisation benefit?
"Using Refiner will help you improve customer service, protect
your brand, raise the quality perception of your organisation,
reduce post bills, cut waste and deliver the goods. That's a lot
of benefits for an all-inclusive £99 per month!"

Why are you so passionate about clean
address data?
"Acquiring customers is expensive; and I've learned from
experience that keeping them is about getting the basics right
- the postal address is a vital basic item."

What is the first step toward cleaner data?
"Be sure you have a problem with the data by emailing a
representative sample to my support team
healthcheck@afd.co.uk. We will check the data and report
back the issues found and how Refiner can solve them. Once
this is confirmed simply order the software and we can
deliver same day. It's worth remembering that all AFD
solutions include full and free support by email and
telephone."

"Beyond preventing service problems, clean address data
provides a gateway to maximise postal discounts and to
make data analysis more reliable. Of course duplicate
records are an expensive common headache in many
databases and Refiner will also identify potential duplicates
using flexible criteria."

"Refiner helps cleanse poor address data, but actually
'prevention is better than cure' and we would recommend
that organisations ensure that address data is entered quickly
and accurately using one of the range of AFD Postcode rapid
address entry solutions. These start at just £15 per month -
so they are well within the reach of almost any business."

'We use Refiner to cleanse data and highlight those
addresses where letters could be returned. We have always
found it straight forward to use - just set it up and let it go.
We process batches of 120,000 records. Speeding up the
cleansing and the de-duplication process is welcome.'
Graham Greenaway - e-Marketing Manager,
Flight Hotel Reservations.

"We have been using Refiner since 1999. Whilst we do
some manual processing, the Auto process feature is by
far the most commonly used. There are a lot of options
when linking input and output fields which help with the
different ways in which people lay out and set up their
data fields."

"The Refiner speed increase will allow for a faster
turnaround for both list cleansing and DPS appending.
Increased address quality increases the number of records
which are suitable for Mailsort and also allows us to use
Mailsort 700 where applicable. The AFD support team is
unfailingly helpful and quick to respond."
Andrew Porter - Director, Centreprint Print & Mail

"We clean data with Refiner overnight, every night and run
regular files of 20,000 records or so. The Refiner speed
increase will be good for us and we may even be able to
further improve process efficiency with a move to day time
cleansing on some files. Refiner matches 97% of records to
street level - we don't send letters to non-matched addresses
because they are highly likely to be undeliverable."
Mike Flannigan - Systems Development Manager,
Aktiv Kapital (UK) Ltd

www.afd.co.uk/refiner

How does Refiner work?
"Connect Refiner to your database, decide how you want to
output the processed data, set the cleansing options, press
the button - then go and do something else while Refiner gets
to work. Refiner's purpose is to clean and reformat address
data while identifying potential duplicates and appending
extra data - easily and quickly."

"Refiner has an "Easy Access" design which appeals to
ordinary users, yet hidden 'under the bonnet' are highly
sophisticated matching routines which involve over a million
lines of code. These routines are designed to handle the
complexities of cleansing UK postal addresses. Refiner does
not leave things to chance - and yet it's very fast."

FASTER PROCESSING

FASTER TURNAROUND

FASTER CLEANSING
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AFD provide Postzon Grid References from the Royal Mail
with Postcode Plotter, Postcode Plus and Names &
Numbers . While these are an adequate low cost source
to position a UK postcode for say analysis or distance
calculations, some customer applications require a
greater level of precision (resolution). Now our customers
can choose between three levels of precision:

Ordnance Survey is the government agency
responsible for delivering accurate, detailed and
reliable geographic information for the UK. It has
done so for over 200 years and AFD is delighted
to formalise its partnership with OS.

Ordnance Survey Partnership

Postzon
Grid reference at Postcode level supplied
by Royal Mail. The grid reference is
derived from a 100 x 100 metre square
that contains the first range of addresses
from that postcode unit. A postcode may
contain addresses that go beyond a
single 100 x 100 metre square. 

Code-Point
Grid reference at Postcode level supplied
by Ordnance Survey. Provides the point
for the letterbox address nearest to the
centre of the postcode to a one metre
resolution. The centre of the postcode is
the average position of all the properties
on a postcode, to the nearest property to
a one metre resolution.

Grid reference for each postal address
supplied by Ordnance Survey to a one
metre resolution. This is especially useful
when linking to GIS applications.

ADDRESS-POINT

The diagram shows the differences 'on
the ground' of the choices now available.

Code-Point is now used by most leading Satellite Navigation suppliers including
TomTom and Garmin because it ensures an accurate destination. Code-Point is also
used on consumer websites to place a more precise point on a map.  

Did you know?

Map showing: House Number 101, B90 2JP

This image shows where
each data level would
appear on a map

Postzon

Code-Point

ADDRESS-POINT

®

®

®
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Once again, AFD Names & Numbers has beaten
previous records to bring forward the release of the latest
edited electoral roll by more than a month from May to
the beginning of April.

"Names & Numbers is a sophisticated solution and to bring
forward the release date by five weeks while maintaining the
highest build and test quality standards has involved careful
planning and an investment in processes"
Graeme Howie - AFD Technical Manager.

Validate People, Places and Organisations

Would it help your organisation to cut name and address
entry time by over 90%, to confirm residency details, and
to have access to a rich source of valuable extra
information? 

Hundreds of organisations use AFD Names & Numbers to
improve productivity. Many use valuable extra information
like length of residency, grid references and AFD Just Built
data to achieve a competitive edge by adding intelligence to
decision making and improvements to business processes.

www.afd.co.uk/names

What could Names & Numbers do for
your organisation?

Call 01624 811711 to arrange a demonstration

AFD has always focused on making it easy to integrate
its solutions so they work seamlessly at the heart of the
applications that drive an organisation. The keys are
simplicity and support and we have taken things one
step further.  

"Access to all AFD Name, Address and Bank Data
validation solutions is now available through one
Common API. This has many benefits. For example an
integration of Names & Numbers will work without
adjusting code even if a future application utilises
Postcode Plus or Postcode. The Common API is supplied for
both desktop and server based applications and includes a
code generation wizard which generates sample code in a
wide variety of languages."
Graeme Howie - AFD Technical Manager.

Since its launch around six months ago, we have received
very positive feedback from system integrators and would
encourage you to check out the following areas of our site:

For server-based development:

www.afd.co.uk/server 

For desktop-based solutions:

www.afd.co.uk/commonapi
For support questions please email support@afd.co.uk
or call 01624 811712

As a rule, server-based solutions are available for an
implementation of 20 or more users.

News for Developers & ProgrammersNew - Edited Electoral Roll



Animation company Friends & Heroes Productions Ltd has
launched a major new animation series. Produced in the
UK and shown by the BBC during March, Friends and
Heroes is aimed at children aged 6-10.

"It brings the inspiring stories of the Old and New Testament
to a new generation of children, whatever their faith,
background or nationality. Children will be entertained,
educated and informed by what they see and hear, as they
share the courage, compassion and everyday dangers faced
by the characters", claims Dave Carlos, Marketing Director.

The first series was produced by Gary Kurtz (Star Wars) and
includes both 3D and 2D animation. Gary said, "This is a
multi-million pound production to the highest standards with
some of the world's best creative talent drawn from three
continents. The content is not only highly entertaining but
researched for historical accuracy and linked to the various

national curriculums throughout the UK."

The adventure stories take place almost two thousand
years ago. "Age didn't stop 'The Flintstones' being

popular and the Friends and Heroes characters will
appeal to today's children. They are attractive,

inspirational, very real, funny and brave, but just
like us in the Twenty-First Century, they don't
always get things right! They face similar issues

and dilemmas to those faced by youngsters today.
Their experiences, combined with the stories they tell,

will help foster respect for and kindness to others, as
well as encouraging tolerance", said Dave.

To purchase the DVDs and for further information
please visit:

www.friendsandheroes.com
Friends & Heroes is supported by the AFD Group

AFD Group News
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"Within a few weeks of joining AFD I was
immediately given plenty of responsibility. This
included managing a charity event,
administering Postcode News and conducting
market research." Johanne is one of the
younger members of the AFD team "It's exactly
what I wanted - variety and responsibility -
and it's a friendly company to work with."  

Outside of work Johanne enjoys shopping, oh,
and shopping, oh and..... you get the picture.
Trips to Chester and Liverpool are to go (you
guessed it) shopping. "I do have other goals!
This year I aim to pass my driving test and buy
my own apartment."

By Phone

©  2007  AFD Software  Ltd.  'AFD',  'AFD  ADDRESS  2000',  'AFD
BANKFINDER’,  'AFD  POCKET  BANKFINDER’,  'CENSATION',  'AFD
MAILSAVER',  'AFD  NAMES & NUMBERS',  'POCKET  NAMES  &  NUMBERS',
'AFD  POSTCODE',  'POCKET  POSTCODE',  'AFD  POSTCODE  2000',
'POSTCODE-EEVERYWHERE’,  'REFINER’,  'ROBOT',  'TRACEMASTER',
'ZIPADDRESS',  'POCKET  ZIPADDRESS',  and  the  Flying  Envelope  Device  are
Registered  Trade  Marks  of  ZipAddress  Ltd.  ‘AFD JUST BUILT’  is  a  Trademark
of  ZipAddress  Ltd.  ROBOT  Technology  is  protected  by  Patent  No
GB2369699.

Other  product  and  company  names  mentioned  may  be  trademarks  of  their
respective  companies.  All  Rights  Reserved.

01624 811711 (Sales)

01624 811714 (Accounts)

01624 811712 (HelpDesk)

0800 083 8424 (FREEPHONE Registration)

By Fax

01624 817695

By Email

postcode@afd.co.uk

By Post

AFD Software Ltd
Lough House
Approach Road
Ramsey
ISLE OF MAN
IM8 1RG

Web Site

www.afd.co.uk

Keep  in  touch  with  Postcode  developments  by
visiting  the  AFD  Web  Site  -  where  you  can  try  out
products,  collect  free  software  and  obtain
technical  support.

Contact AFD

Hot Spot Johanne Sayle -
Trainee Marketing Assistant

Data News - Q.2/07

The latest AFD data release (Q.2/07) sees 153,225 new delivery addresses,
13,265 new postcodes and 18 new localities. Postal Address Data is
constantly changing - new buildings are constructed, existing buildings are
changed to apartments or back to large houses, and some are demolished.
Royal Mail Postcode Address File statistics and newly announced changes
can be found at:

www.afd.co.uk/news/datanews
Bank administration is also constantly changing. Consolidation,
centralisation, re-organisation and regionalisation are regular occurrences.
Without BankFinder updates, details that should be rejected may be
accepted and vice versa. Occasional 'emergency updates' from BACS are
immediately made available to BankFinder customers who receive updates.

Updates range in price from £60 per annum to £150 per annum depending
on the product.

For details and to order updates please call 01624 811711
or email: postcode@afd.co.uk 

AFD's monthly Postcode Ownership Plan (POP) covers all costs (including
updates & VAT) in a single monthly payment.

www.afd.co.uk/pop


